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The paper deals with Liénard equations of the form x˙=y, y˙=P(x)+yQ(x) with
P and Q polynomials of degree respectively 3 and 2. Attention goes to perturba-
tions of the Hamiltonian vector field with an elliptic Hamiltonian of degree 4,
exhibiting a cuspidal loop. It is proven that the least upper bound for the number of
zeros of the related elliptic integral is four, and this upper bound is a sharp one.
This permits to prove the existence of Liénard equations of type (3, 2) with at
least four limit cycles. The paper also contains a complete result on the respective
number of ‘‘small’’ and ‘‘large’’ limit cycles. © 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
This paper deals with elliptic integrals that are obtained by integrating
1-forms y(x2+bx+a) dx over the compact level curves of the Hamilto-
nians H(x, y)=y
2
2 ±
x4
4+a
x3
3 +b
x2
2 .
In a first paper on this subject, nl. in [DL1], we gave a general intro-
duction to the subject describing some problems where the setting naturally
shows up. We also dealt with the so called ‘‘Saddle Loop’’ cases and the
‘‘Two Saddle Cycle’’.
In this paper we treat a rather degenerate case: the ‘‘Cuspidal Loop’’
case. This case will reveal to be of interest for the study of the other
remaining cases, since it can be considered as a limiting case of those. On
the other hand it has an interest its own. In [DR] the generic unfolding of
the least degenerate cuspidal loop has been studied; its codimension is 3
and hence three parameters are needed in the unfolding.
In the current paper the cuspidal loop is of infinite codimension since
it occurs in a Hamiltonian vector field. We provide a complete study of
the zeros of the elliptic integrals obtained by integrating the 1-form
y(x2+bx+a) dx over the compact level curves of the Hamiltonian under
consideration. Such a third order Hamiltonian system having a non-degen-
erate center at the origin and exactly one other singularity has the form
x˙=y,
y˙=−x+ax2+bx3=−x 1a
2
x−122,
with b=−14 a
2 and a ] 0. If we take (x, y)W (a2 x,
a
2 y), followed by
(x, y)W (x+1, y), then we get the expression
x˙=y,
y˙=−x2(x+1),
(1)
which has a non-degenerate center at (−1, 0), a cusp point at (0, 0), and a
cuspidal loop C0 (see Fig. 1).
Inside and outside C0 , all orbits {Ch} are closed,
Ch : {(x, y) | H(x, y)=h},
with H(x, y)=y2/2+13 x
3+14 x
4, and h ¥ (− 112 , 0) 2 (0,+.). When hQ
− 112 +0, Ch shrinks to the center (−1, 0), and when hQ 0, then Ch tends to
C0 from the inside or the outside (see Fig. 1).
FIG. 1. The Hamiltonian cuspidal loop.
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We intend to study a perturbation of (1) of the form:
x˙=y
y˙=−x2(x+1)+d(a+bx+x2) y,
(2)
and especially the related Abelian integral
I(h)=F
Ch
(a+bx+x2) y dx=aI0(h)+bI1(h)+I2(h), (3)
where Ik(h)=>Ch xky dx, and Ch is oriented clockwise.
We can now state a precise result.
Theorem. If we integrate the 1-forms (x2+bx+a) y dx over the
compact level curves Ch=H−1(h), with h ¥ (−1/12,+.), of the Hamiltonian
H(x, y)=
y2
2
+
x3
3
+
x4
4
then for all constants a and b, the maximum number of zeros is four, taking
into account the multiplicity. If we restrict to h ¥ (−1/12, 0] (resp.
h ¥ [0, .)), representing closed curves inside (resp. outside) the cuspidal
loop, then the maximal number of zeros is 2 (resp. 3).
The bifurcation diagram of the different zeros is as represented in Fig. 2. In
this figure H={(a, b) | b−a=1} stands for a line of zeros at h=−1/12,
representing Hopf bifurcations, C={(a, b) | (5/6) b−a=7/9} stands for a
line of zeros at h=0, corresponding to ‘‘loops’’, and the other curves repre-
sent double zeros. The points H2=(1/2, 3/2) and C2=(0, 14/15) represent
respectively a double zero at h=−1/12 and a double zero at h=0; the point
T represents a triple zero at some h0 ¥ (0, .).
In Fig. 2, the indication (m, n) stands for m simple zeros occuring for
h ¥ (−1/12, 0) and n simple zeros occuring for h ¥ (0, .). In the sequel we
will denote the maximal number of zeros, multiplicity taken into account,
on the different h-intervals by respectively N[−1/12, 0], N[0, .) and
N[−1/12, .). In the theorem we hence prove that N[−1/12, 0]=2,
N[0, .)=3 and N[−1/12, .)=4. It was obtained in [Z] and [ZZ] that
N[−1/12, 0]=2, N[0, .) [ 4 and N[−1/12, .) [ 6. We will use some
of the results of [Z] in the Lemmas 1 and 5.
The proof of the theorem goes along the lines explained in [DL1]. In
paragraph 2 we apply the general results of [DL1] to the problem under
consideration, obtaining the related Picard–Fuchs equation together with
the differential equations on (h, P, Q), (h, w) and (h, n). As in [DL1] we
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FIG. 2. Bifurcation diagram of zeros in the (a, b)-plane.
use the notations P(h)=I1(h)/I0(h), Q(h)=I2(h)/I0(h), w(h)=I
'
1 (h)/
I'0 (h) and n(h)=I
'
2 (h)/I
'
0 (h).
As in [DL1] we will write
I(h)=I0(h)(a+bP(h)+Q(h)),
and related to it consider
Iœ(h)=I'0 (h)(a+bw(h)+n(h)).
We will essentially study S=S− 2 S+ where
S−={(P, Q)(h) | h ¥ (−1/12, 0)}
and
S+={(P, Q)(h) | h ¥ (0,+.)},
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as well as the associated W=W− 2 W+ , where
W−={(w, n)(h) | h ¥ (−1/12, 0)}
and
W+={(w, n)(h) | h ¥ (0,+.)}.
The number of zeros of I(h) is the number of intersection points of the
straight line
L={a+bP+Q=0}
and the curve S, where the zeros at closed curves inside (resp. outside) the
cuspidal loop, are given by intersections with S− (resp. S+).
In Section 3 we prove some properties on (P(h), Q(h)) and in paragraph
4 we detect interesting information in the plane (h, w). The basic idea of
the proof consists in making a detailed analysis of the shape of the curve S
in (P, Q)-plane. Our aim is to show that S− is convex with non-zero cur-
vature, while S+ has exactly one inflection point. An important observa-
tion in this direction will be made in lemma 13 where we prove that if L
has an intersection point with S+ , then for the same (a, b), the line
{a+bw+n=0} can cut W+ , for n \ 0, at most once.
At the unique inflection point the tangent line to S+ will reveal to cut
S− . This information will be sufficient to imply the conclusions stated in
the theorem.
It is however not possible to get all this information by merely consider-
ing the differential equation on (h, P, Q); it is imperative to add the
information on (h, w, n).
In paragraph 5 we finish the proof by simultaneously considering the
curves (P(h), Q(h)) and (w(h), n(h)), identifying both the (P, Q)-plane and
the (w, n)-plane. In an appendix, and in view of using it in the remaining
cases, we check how the shape of both curves (P(h), Q(h)) and (w(h), n(h))
changes if we apply a linear change to the Hamiltonian under consi-
deration.
Because of the ‘‘stability’’ of the obtained results the zeros and their
bifurcations will induce related limit cycles and limit cycle-bifurcations for
the equation ‘‘x˙=y, y˙=−“H“x+d(x
2+bx+a) y , for d > 0 small. Complet-
ing the results on the limit cycles, including the limiting homoclinic and
heteroclinic behaviour would require a treatment similar to the one made
in [DRS]. We do not do this since our main concern is the study of the
elliptic integrals.
In any case our treatment includes a formal proof for the existence of
Liénard equations of type (3,2) having (at least) four limit cycles. Such
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system had been detected in [M] by means of detailed numerical calcula-
tions. We prove here that systems with four limit cycles exist as close to the
cuspidal Hamiltonian vector fields as wanted.
Such systems clearly occur in the presence of either one singularity (a
focus), two singularities (a focus and a saddle-node), or three singularities
(a focus, a saddle and a node). In the latter case we clearly can have a
situation with one limit cycle surrounding the focus and three limit cycles
surrounding the three singularities as well as a situation with two limit
cycles surrounding the focus and two limit cycles surrounding the three
singularities. In the terminology of [DKL] it means that we encounter
Liénard equations of type (3,2), having two antisaddles, with respectively 1
small limit cycle and 3 large limit cycles or 2 small limit cycles and 2 large
limit cycles. In any case it is easy to check on Fig. 2 that these possibilities
show up in what is called the ‘‘generic’’ case 4 in [DKL].
The authors the referee for remarks towards a better presentation of the
paper.
2. RELATED PICARD-FUCHS EQUATION
AND RICATTI EQUATION
In a standard way (see [DL1] for example) we can get
3I0=4hI
−
0+
1
3 I
−
2 ,
4I1=4hI
−
1−
1
3 I0−
1
3 I
−
2 ,
5I2=(4h+
1
3) I
−
2−
2
3 I1+
1
3 I0 .
(4)
Let P(h)=I1(h)/I0(h) , Q(h)=I2(h)/I0(h) , then from (4) it is easy to get
2h(12h+1)
d
dh
RI0I1
I2
S=R18h+53 −13 −522h 24h+73 52
−2h 4h 30h
S RI0I1
I2
S , (5)
and
h˙=2h(12h+1),
P˙=2h+(6h+23) P+
5
2 Q+
1
3 P
2+52 PQ,
Q˙=−2h+4hP+(12h− 53) Q+
1
3 PQ+
5
2 Q
2.
(6)
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Making derivatives of the first two equations of (4), and eliminating I −0 we
get
I'2=6hI
'
0+18hI
'
1 . (7)
Using (7), we get from (4)
2h(12h+1)
d
dh
1I'0
I'1
2=1−21h− 73 27h− 13
−7h −51h− 53
2 1I'0
I'1
2 . (8)
Let w(h)=I'1 (h)/I
'
0 (h), then (8) is equivalent to
h˙=2h(12h+1),
w˙=(−27h+13) w
2+(−30h+23) w−7h.
(9)
To give a precise result on the number of zeros of the Abelian integral (3),
we consider a+bP(h)+Q(h), together with
a+bw(h)+n(h),
where n(h)=I'2/I
'
0 . It is easy to see from (7) that
n(h)=6h(1+3w(h)),
so (10) is equivalent to
a+6h+(b+18h) w(h).
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF P(h) AND Q(h)
Lemma 1. (i) P(h) < 0, Q(h) > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 ,+.).
(ii) limhQ − 112 P(h)=−1, limhQ −
1
12
Q(h)=1; P(0)=−56 , Q(0)=
7
9 ;
limhQ+. P(h)=−
1
3 , limhQ+. Q(h)=+., limhQ+. Q(h)h =0.
(iii) PŒ(h) > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) 2 (0,+.), limhQ 0 PŒ(h)=+., QŒ(h) <
0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0).
Proof. Y. Zhao proved almost all the conclusions in his thesis ([Z]).
We only provide a short explanation:
(i) It is clear that I0(h)=>Ch y dx > 0, I2(h)=>Ch x2y dx > 0 for
h > − 112 . If h < 0, then I1(h)=>Ch xy dx < 0 is also obvious; if h > 0, then
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FIG. 3. Comparing y(−x) with y(x).
note that along Ch : y2/2+x4/4+x3/3=h, y(−x)−y(x)=
2
3 x
3 > 0 for
x > 0, hence I1(h) < 0 is still true (see Fig. 3).
(ii) The first four statements are easy. To prove the last ones Y. Zhao
obtained the following expressions for hQ+.:
I0(h)=2B(
1
4 ,
3
2) h
3/4+o (h3/4),
I1(h)=−
2
3 B(
1
4 ,
3
2) h
3/4+o (h3/4),
I2(h)=4B(
3
4 ,
3
2) h
5/4+o(h5/4),
(13)
where B(a, b) is the Beta-function
B(a, b)=F 1
0
xa−1(1−x)b−1 dx=
1
b
C
.
k=0
(−1)k b(b−1) · · · (b−k)
k!(a+k)
.
Suppose that Ch intersects the x-axis at two points with coordinates
x1(h) < 0 < x2(h) (h > 0 is big), then
x4i
4
+
x3i
3
=h
which implies
|xi |=
`2 h1/4
11+ 4
3xi
21/4 ,
hence for hQ+.
x1(h)=−`2 h1/4− 13+o(1), x2(h)=`2 h1/4− 13+o(1). (14)
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Let h=1m , x
g
1 (m)=x1(
1
m), x
g
2 (m)=x2(
1
m), then
I0(h)=F
Ch
y dx=2 Fx2(h)
x1(h)
=2h−12
3
x3+
1
2
x42 dx
=2 `2 h1/2 Fx2(h)
x1(h)
=1− 1
3h
x3−
1
4h
x4 dx
=2 `2 m−1/2 Fx
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
=1−m 11
3
x3+
1
4
x42 dx
=2 `2 m−1/2 Fx
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
r
1−
1
2
1x3
3
+
x4
4
2 m+· · ·
+
1
2
11
2
−12 · · ·11
2
−n+12
n!
(−1)n 1x3
3
+
x4
4
2n mn+·· · s dx
=2 `2 m−1/2
r
2 `2 m−1/4− 1
2
m
4
Fx
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
x4 dx+· · ·
+
1
2
11
2
−12 · · ·11
2
−n+12
n!
(−1)n Fx
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
1m
4
2nx4ndx+· · · s+o(m−3/4)
=8m−3/4
r
1−
1
10
+· · ·+
1
2
11
2
−12 · · · 11
2
−n+12
n!
(−1)n
4n+1
+· · ·
s+o(m−3/4)
=2B 11
4
,
3
2
2 m−3/4+o(m−3/4)
=2B 11
4
,
3
2
2 h3/4+o(h3/4).
The computations for I1(h) and I2(h) are the same. Note that the integra-
tion >x
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
(x3/3+x4/4) dx=(x4/12+x5/20) |x
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
shows the first term has
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no contribution on O(m−1/4), so we put it into the higher order terms, but
to compute I1(h), the corresponding integration is
Fx
g
2 (m)
xg1 (m)
1x4
3
+
x5
4
2 dx=1x5
15
+
x6
24
2 :xg2 (m)
xg1(m)
,
by using (14) we know the highest term in x6 is eliminated, so we must
consider both terms and finally this gives the same order of estimate as
I0(h) with negative coefficient.
The conclusion (iii) of Lemma 1 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) can be proved by using
the monotonicity criterion about the ratio of the two Abelian integrals in
[LZ]; the conclusion PŒ(h) > 0 for h ¥ (0,+.) is proved in Lemma 2.2 of
[DL2] in a different way. L
4. THE STUDY IN THE (h, w)-PLANE
System (9) has four singularities: A(− 112 , −
7
31) is a saddle, B(−
1
12 , −1) is a
degenerate node with the eigenspace {h=− 112 }, O(0, 0) is a node with
weak eigenspace {h=0} and strong eigenspace {w=−214 h}, and C(0, −2)
is a saddle. We restrict our attention to the domain (see the remark after
Lemma 6)
h \ − 112 , w > −
7
9 . (15)
Two sets of curves are important for the further study: the first set consists
of the 0-clines, i.e. curves along which the slope of the vector field (9) is
zero, it is given by w˙=0, or equivalently by
h=
w(w+2)
3(3w+1)(9w+7)
.
This set of curves has 2 connected branches Z1 and Z2 in domain (15),
represented in Fig. 4 by dotted lines.
The second set of curves corresponds to the inflection points of the curve
{(w, n)(h) | h ¥ (− 112 , +.)}. Let us explain how to get these curves in the
(h, w)-plane. From (11) we have
nŒ=6(1+3w)+18hwŒ,
nœ=36wŒ+18hwœ,
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FIG. 4. The behaviour of w−(h) 2 w+(h).
where Œ means the derivative with respect to h. Hence
d2n
dw2
=
nœwŒ− nŒwœ
wŒ3 =
6(6wŒ2−(1+3w) wœ)
wŒ3 . (16)
By using (9) repeatedly we obtain that d2n/dw2=0, with wŒ ] 0, is equiv-
alent to
F(h, w)=(4374h2−11) w3+(6318h2−279h−24) w2
+(2754h2−156h−4) w+(378h2−21h)=0. (17)
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In domain (15) there are 3 connected components of {(h, w) | F(h, w)=0}
denoted by F1 , F2 and F3 and represented in Fig. 4 by interrupted lines.
The next lemma deals with the vector field (9).
Lemma 2. At the singular point O the tangent to F1 is given by the strong
eigendirection {w=−214 h} while at other points (9) is transverse to F1 ; (9) is
tangent to F2 at the point D(`11/4374, wD) and the point A, and is trans-
verse to F2 at all other points, pointing downwards in the left side of D and
upwards in the right side; (9) is transverse to F3 at any point, pointing to the
right.
Proof. By using (17) and (9) and eliminating w from
F(h, w)=0,
“F
“h h˙+
“F
“w w˙=0,
we obtain
h4(12h+1)4 (4374h2−11)=0
which easily gives the desired results. L
Lemma 3. w(h) and n(h) satisfy
w(h)=−
54h+14P(h)+15Q(h)
2(81h+6P(h)+5)
,
n(h)=−
15h(6P(h)+9Q(h)−2)
81h+6P(h)+5
.
(18)
Proof. Taking the derivative in the first equation of (4) we have
1
3 I
'
2=−4hI
'
0 −I
−
0 ,
dividing it by I'0 , we get
1
3
n(h)=−14h+I −0
I'0
2 . (19)
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From the first equation of (5) we get
2h(12h+1) I −0=(18h+
5
3) I0−
1
3 I1−
5
2 I2, (20)
and
2h(12h+1) I'0=18I0+(−30h−
1
3) I
−
0−
1
3 I
−
1−
5
2 I
−
2
=18I0−
15
2 (4hI
−
0+
1
3 I
−
2)−
1
3 (I
−
0+I
−
1).
(21)
The sum of the first two equations of (4) gives
(I −0+I
−
1)=
1
4h
110
3
I0+4I1 2 . (22)
Using (22) and the first equation of (4) we simplify (21) as
2h(12h+1) I'0=−192+ 518h2 I0− 13h I1. (23)
Putting (20) and (23) into (19) we obtain the second expression of (18),
then using (11), we get the first one. L
By using Lemmas 1 and 3 we immediately obtain the following results.
Lemma 4. limhQ − 112 w(h)=−
7
31 , limhQ ±0 w(h)=0, limhQ+. w(h)=−
1
3 ;
limhQ − 112 n(h)=−
5
31 , limhQ ±0 n(h)=0, limhQ+. n(h)=−..
From the original Abelian integral (3) we define P(h)=I1(h)/I0(h),
Q(h)=I2(h)/I0(h), determining a special orbit of system (6) satisfying
the conditions in Lemma 1. Equally the function w(h)=I'1 (h)/I
−
0(h)
corresponds to a special orbit of system (9) satisfying the conditions in
Lemma 4. We denote this orbit by w=w−(h) and w=w+(h) for h < 0
and h > 0 respectively.
Lemma 5. For |h|° 1 we have
w(h)=C|h|
1
3+·· · (24)
where constant C < 0, and ‘‘...’’ denotes the terms of order higher than |h|
1
3 as
hQ 0.
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Proof. In Proposition 2.3.3 of [Z], there is an asymptotic expression
for h near 0
RI0(h)I1(h)
I2(h)
S=C1 |h|56 R1− 3588 h+· · ·2144 h+· · ·
− 611 h+· · ·
S+C2 |h|76 R 1− 385208 h+· · ·−2+5526 h+· · ·
−3013 h+· · ·
S
+R 427 `2 p−1081 `2 p−2 `2 ph
28
243 `2 p+43 `2 ph
S ,
where C1=C10 sgn h, C2=C20 sgn=h, and C10 > 0. Since w(h)=I
'
1 (h)/
I'0 (h), it is easy to get the estimate (24) from the above expression with
C=145 C20/C10 . We note that w−(h) < 0 for h < 0 (Lemma 6(i)), hence
C20 < 0 and C < 0. We will use (24) to study the behaviour of w+(h) for
0 < h° 1 in Lemma 6(ii). L
Lemma 6. (i) w−(h) is the stable manifold at the saddle point
A(− 112 , −
7
31) and goes to the node O(0, 0) tangent to the negative w-axis as
hQ 0− ; w−(h) stays strictly between the two curves Z1 and F2 for
− 112 < h < 0.
(ii) w+(h) is tangent to the negative w-axis at O(0, 0), cuts both the
curve F2 and the line {w=−
1
3 } exactly once, goes down untill cutting the
curve Z2 at a unique intersection point, then goes up cutting the curve F3 at a
unique point (see Fig. 4).
Proof. (i) By calculation from (9) and (17) we obtain that at the
saddle point A(− 112 , −
7
31) the slopes of the curves Z1 , w−(h) and F2 are
770
961 ,
385
961 and
385
961 respectively, and the second derivatives of w−(h) and F2 at A are
5839295
1072476 and
88935
29791 respectively; Z1 is a 0-cline along which the vector field (9)
points to the left, F2 cuts the w-axis at w=−
2
11 , and the vector field (9) is
transverse to F2 for −
1
12 < h < 0 (Lemma 2). Hence w−(h) must stay
strictly between Z1 and F2 for −
1
12 < h < 0.
(ii) When h > 0 the orbits of system (9), coming from the singularity
O, do not all have the same behaviour. First, the orbits of type (1) and (2)
in Fig. 4 (tangent to the positive w-axis or to the strong eigendirection) can
not meet Lemma 5. Next, there are 3 types of orbits tangent to negative
w-axis as shown in Fig. 4 and numbered by (3), (4) and (5). Any orbit of
type (3) cuts curve F2 at two points (by Lemma 2, an orbit can cut F2 at
most twice) then stays above F2 , hence by (11) it can not meet the condi-
tion limhQ+. n(h)=−. in Lemma 4. Any orbit of type (5) can not meet
the condition limhQ+. w(h)=−
1
3 in Lemma 4. Therefore, the only possi-
bility forw+(h) is the orbit of type (4). The conclusion thatw+(h)must cut F3
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at some point (and hence only at one point by Lemma 2) will be given at
the end of the proof of the next lemma. L
Remark 1. It is clear now that if any orbit of system (9) for h > 0 cuts
the line {w=−79 }, then it must go down and never come back to the
region w > − 79 , hence the condition limhQ+. w(h)=−
1
3 is not satisfied. So
we only need to restrict our attention to domain (15).
In (w, n)-plane let
W={(w, n)(h) | h ¥ (− 112 ,+.)}
and
W−={(w, n)(h) | h ¥ (− 112 , 0]}
W+={(w, n)(h) | h ¥ [0,+.)}.
Lemma 7. The curve W has a shape as shown in Fig. 5, with the following
properties:
(i) Both W− and W+ are tangent to the negative w-axis at O(0, 0).
(ii) W− is given by n−(w), with n− strictly increasing and convex.
(iii) For n > 0 W+ has a unique inflection point at G1; for n < 0 W+ has
a unique inflection point at G2 , and W+ has an asymptotic straight line
{w=−13 } for nQ −..
FIG. 5. The shape of W− 2 W+ .
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Proof. Using Lemma 5 and (11) we know that w(0)=0 and n(0)=0.
From (11) we have
dn
dw
=6(1+3w) h −w+18h.
By Lemma 6, both w−(h) and w+(h) are tangent to the negative w-axis,
hence h −w Q 0 as wQ 0 (hQ ±0). Conclusion (i) is hence proved. Conclu-
sion (ii) follows by using Lemma 6(i) and the fact that Z1 is a 0-cline while
the possible inflection points of W− need to situated on Fi . Similarly,
conclusion (iii) follows from Lemma 6 (ii), the inflection point G1 on W+
corresponds to the intersection point of w+(h) with F2 , see Fig. 4. Since
limhQ+. w(h)=−
1
3 , limhQ+. n(h)=−. (Lemma 4), it is necessary to have
an inflection point on W+ for n < 0 (w < −
1
3), see Fig. 5, and it is unique by
Lemma 2. In other words, w+(h) must cut F3 at some point, this is the only
point that remained to be proved in Lemma 6. As a result, n(h) has a
unique maximum, then it monotonically decreases. Otherwise, more inflec-
tion points would occur. L
5. THE NUMBER OF ZEROS OF I(h)
Let us recall that
I(h)=I0(h)(a+bP(h)+Q(h)), (25)
with Ik(h)=>Ch xky dx, P(h)=I1(h)/I0(h), Q(h)=I2(h)/I0(h) .
Associated to (25), we also consider
Iœ(h)=I'0 (h)(a+bw(h)+n(h)). (26)
Lemma 8.
(i) I0(h) > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 ,+.).
(ii) I −0(h) > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) 2 (0,+.), and limhQ 0± I −0(h)=+..
(iii) I'0 (h) · h < 0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) 2 (0,+.).
Proof. Since I0(h)=>Ch y dx is the area of the domain inside Ch and
I −0(h)=>Ch 1y dx=T(h) is the period of the motion along Ch , the conclu-
sions (i) and (ii) are obvious. For a proof of (iii), see [CS] and [G]. L
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Lemma 9. I(h) has an inflection point at h=0 if a ] 0.
Proof. It is a consequence of (26), Lemma 4 and Lemma 8(iii). L
We consider
S={(P, Q)(h) | h ¥ (− 112 ,+.)},
as well as S−={(P, Q)(h) | h ¥ (− 112 , 0]} and S+={(P, Q)(h) | h ¥
[0,+.)}. Since PŒ(h) > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) 2 (0,+.) (see Lemma 1) with
limhQ 0 PŒ(h)=+., we can also express S as a function Q=Q2(P)=
Q(h(P)), where h=h(P) is the inverse function of P=P(h).
Lemma 10.
(i) As hQ 0 the limits of I −1(h) and I
−
2(h) are finite.
(ii) ddh (I2(h)/I1(h)) > 0 for h ¥ (−
1
12 , d), 0 < d° 1.
Proof. Since the Hamiltonian function is
H(x, y)=
y2
2
+
x3
3
+
x4
4
=h.
along C0 , y ’ `23 |x|3/2 as hQ 0, the conclusion (i) is obviously true.
Note that “H“x=x
2(x+1). Then for any fixed h, and x ¥ (a(h), −1), we
can find a unique x2 ¥ (−1, b(h)), such that H(x, y)=H(x2, y), where a(h)
and b(h) are the abscissa of the intersection points of Ch with the x-axis; see
Fig.6.
FIG. 6. Introducing x2=x2(x).
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By using the formula (5) in [LZ], we define a function
t(x)=
x2x2 2(x2+1)−x2 2x2(x+1)
xx2 2(x2+1)−x2x2(x+1)
=
xx2
x+x2+1
,
where x ¥ (a(h), −1), x2 ¥ (−1, b(h)) is defined as above. Since
tŒ(x)= 1
(x+x2+1)2
5x2(x2+1)+x(x+1) dx2
dx
6 ,
which is negative for − 112 < h < d, 0 < d° 1 (because
dx2
dx < 0), by Corollary
2 of [LZ], ddh (
I2(h)
I1(h)
) > 0. L
Lemma 11.
(i) S has a tangent line L: {Q=−1415 P} at h=0.
(ii) S has an inflection point at h=0.
Proof.
(i) Since
QŒ(h)
PŒ(h)=
1I2
I0
2 −
1I1
I0
2 −=
I −2 I0−I
−
0 I2
I −1 I0−I
−
0 I1
=
I −2 I0
I −0
−I2
I −1 I0
I −0
−I1
(27)
and limhQ 0 I
−
0(h)=+. (Lemma 8(ii)), limhQ 0 I −1(h) and limhQ 0 I −2(h) are
finite (Lemma 10(i)), hence by (27) and Lemma 1(ii)
lim
hQ 0
QŒ(h)
PŒ(h)=
I2(0)
I1(0)
=
Q(0)
P(0)
=−
14
15
. (28)
(ii) For h near 0 we consider the difference of Q(h) with the corre-
sponding point on L with the same abscissa P(h):
Q(h)−
Q(0)
P(0)
P(h)=P(h) 1Q(h)
P(h)
−
Q(0)
P(0)
2=P(h) d
dh
1Q(h)
P(h)
2 :
h=h
· h
=P(h)
d
dh
1I2(h)
I1(h)
2 :
h=h
· h,
where h is between h and 0. Since P(h) < 0, the conclusion (ii) follows by
using Lemma 10(ii). L
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Lemma 2. Suppose that L*: {a+bw+n=0} is the tangent line of W at
the inflection point G1 (see Fig. 5), then (a, b) must be located on the curve c:
E(a, b)=243a3−459a2b+273ab2−49b3+888a2−952ab
+112b2+672a−64b=0
(29)
for 0 < a < a¯, where a¯ is the unique positive root of
2381643a4+3271752a3+1134324a2+90288a−6292=0, (30)
a¯ q 0.043212.
Proof. Using (11) we have
a+bw(h)+n(h)=6h+a+(18h+b) w(h).
If there is a zero at h with 18h+b=0, then b=3a and the zero point
clearly is negative, since a > 0, b > 0. If 18h+b ] 0, then
a+bw(h)+n(h)=(18h+b)(w−U(h)), (31)
where
U(h)=−
6h+a
18h+b
. (32)
Hence, L*: {a+bw+n=0} is the tangent line of W at the inflection point,
if and only if the curve w=U(h) has a third order tangency with w+(h) at
some point for w(h) > − 13 ; this point must be located on the curve F2 , to
the left of the point D (see Fig. 4).
Using (9) we have
w˙−UŒ(h) h˙ :
w=U(h)
=
n2h2+n1h+n0
3(18h+b)2
, (33)
where
˛n2=36(−18a+6b−5),n1=3(−27a2+30ab−7b2−44a+8b),
n0=a(a−2b).
(34)
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The third order tangency of U(h) and w+(h) takes place if the numerator of
the right side of (33) has a double solution for h, this is equivalent to
n21−4n2n0=0, that is (by (34))
(3a−b) E(a, b)=0,
where E(a, b) is given by (29).
Note that
UŒ(h)=6(3a−b)
(18h+b)2
, (35)
hence the condition for third order tangency is (29).
From Lemma 7 and Fig. 5 we know that the tangent line L* at G1 must
satisfy a > 0, b > 0. In (a, b)-plane, the curve E(a, b)=0 has a double
tangency with the straight line n2=0 at (a1, b1)=(
13
216 ,
73
72), and the curve
n1=0 passes through the same point; see Fig. 7.
If a > a1 , then the double solution h=−
n1
2n2
< 0. Hence we only need to
consider 0 < a < a1 . Since the equations
3E(a, b)=0,
E −a(a, b)=0
have a unique positive solution for a q 19.9612, so E(a, b)=0 defines a
increasing curve b=f(a) for 0 < a < a1.
FIG. 7. The curve c in (a, b)-plane.
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As we mentioned before, the third order tangency takes place at a point
on F2 left to the point D(`11/4374, wD). Hence we can restrict to the
interval 0 < h < `11/4374 , that is
−
n1
2n2
<= 11
4374
.
Substituting (34) into this inequality and using (29), we get a < a¯, where a¯ is
the unique positive solution of (30). L
Lemma 13. If a straight line L: {a+bP+Q=0} has an intersection
point with S+ , then the same line {a+bw+n=0} can cut W+ for n \ 0 (we
denote it by W (1)+ ) at most once.
Proof. By Lemma 7 it is sufficient to prove that the tangent line L* to
W (1)+ at the inflection point G1 does not intersect S+ .
By Lemma 12, this tangent line L*{a+bw+n=0} satisfies the property
that (a, b) ¥ c (given by E(a, b)=0, see (29)) and 0 < a < a¯ q 0.043212 .
We will prove that
(1) Along L* there is no tangent point (P, Q)(h) with respect to the
vector field (6) for h > 0 and − 56 < P < −
1
3 , and
(2) The intersection point of L* and the straight line n=−1415 w must
have a coordinate w > 0.
Hence, L* must be located entirely below S+; see Fig. 8.
First, by using (6) and eliminating Q from
a+bP+Q=0,
bP˙+Q˙=0,
we obtain
h*=
1
12
S(a, b, P)
T(a, b, P)
, (36)
where
S(a, b, P)=(−2a+14b+15ab−15b2) P+5(3a2−3ab+2a),
T(a, b, P)=(3b−2) P+6a−b+1.
(37)
Let us show that for (a, b) ¥ c and P ¥ (−56 , −
1
3) S and T have fixed signs
which imply h* < 0, and prove statement (1).
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FIG. 8. The relative position of L* with S and W.
In fact, eliminating b from
S(a, b, P)=0,
E(a, b)=0,
we obtain J1(a, P)=0, where
J1(a, P)=(164025a5+558090a4+2451276a2+5843504a2+1876560a
−112288) P3+(309825a5+716175a4+5865102a3
+10004136a2−248888a−7744) P2+35a(5265a4
+5724a3+108909a2+15036a−880) P
+1225a2(27a3+27a2+603a−25).
Calculation shows that for (a, P) ¥ R={0 < a < a1, −56 < P < −
1
3 }, where
a1=0.043248 > a¯ (see (30)), we have that
J1(0, P)=−3872P2(29P+2) > 0,
J1(a1, P) % −20000.64222(P−0.04881798)
×(P2+0.01478374P+0.002654573) > 0,
J1(a, −
1
3)=
1
27 (680400a
4+781920a3+18605689a2−2346024a+89056) > 0,
J1(a, −
5
6)=−
25
216(a
2+6a+76)(2187a3−363042a2+140724a−6776) > 0,
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Note that the smallest positive root of the last factor is 0.0563358... and
“J1/“a=0, “J1/“P=0 have no solution in R. Hence J1(a, P) has a fixed
sign in R.
Similarly, by using (37) and (29) we obtain from
T(a, b, P)=0,
E(a, b)=0,
that
J2(a, P)=(6561a3+15714a4+4284a−200) P3+(18225a3+17415a2
−3600a+140) P2+(15147a3−12060a2+1231a−22) P
+3267a3+3267a2−71a+1=0,
J2(0, P)=(1−2P)(10P−1)2 > 0,
J2(a1, P) % 15.19645(P+0.8333754)(P2+0.3744235P+0.3398692) > 0,
J2(a, −
1
3)=
5
27 (216a−13)
2 > 0,
J2(a, −
5
6)=
6272
27 −6076a+16317a
2− 39698 a
3 > 0.
Note that the smallest positive solution of J2(a, −
5
6) is 0.0432480989... .
Besides, “J2/“a=0, “J2/“P=0 have no solution in R, hence J2(a, P)
has fixed sign for (a, P) ¥ R. Taking a= 5216 , b % 0.28241537((a, b) ¥ c) and
P=−0.5, we have S(a, b, P) q −1.26314 and T(a, b, P) q 1.43285, induc-
ing the negative value of h*.
Next, consider the intersection point of L* with the line n=−1415 w. From
a+bw− 1415 w=0
we have
w*=
−15a
15b−14
which is positive for (a, b) ¥ c and 0 < a < a¯. In fact, a=0 and
15b−14=0 have no intersection with E(a, b)=0 for 0 < a < a¯. Taking
a= 13216 , b q 0.28241537, we have w* q 0.0355623 > 0. L
Now we are ready to finish the proof of the theorem.
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Proof of the theorem.
(i) By Lemma 1(iii) for − 112 < h < 0 we have PŒ(h) > 0 andQŒ(h) < 0,
hence if b [ 0 the straight line
L : {a+bP+Q=0}
can have at most one intersection point with S− , and I(h)=I0(h)
(a+bP(h)+Q(h)) has at most one zero. If b > 0, by Lemma 7, L can
have at most one intersection point with W− , this means Iœ(h)=I'0 (h)(a+
bw(h)+n(h)) has at most one zero for − 112 < h < 0 (I
'
0 (h) ] 0, see Lemma
8), hence I(h) has at most 3 zeros for − 112 [ h [ 0. But h=−
1
12 is always a
zero of I(h), hence N(− 112 , 0] [ 2. It is obvious that there are some a and b
such that I(h) has two zeros, hence N(− 112 , 0]=2.
(ii) We now turn to the case h > 0. By Lemma 11, for 0 < h° 1, S+
is located below the tangent line {Q=−1415 P} at h=0, and
d2Q
dP 2
< 0. Since
limhQ+. Q(h)=+. (Lemma 1), S+ must have (at least one) inflection
point.
Suppose that the first inflection point corresponds to h2> 0. From the
second equality of (18) we know that the values h > 0 where n(h)=0 occur
at Q(h)=−23 P(h)+
2
9 , but the first inflection point has to appear before S+
meets the straight line Q=−23 P+
2
9 , see Fig. 9, hence n(h2) > 0.
On the other hand, the tangent line of S+ at an inflection point must
intersect W at a point with the same parameter h2. These two facts imply
that the tangent line of S+ at the first inflection point must cut W+ at a
point with h2 satisfying n(h2) > 0 (i.e. cut W (1)+ ). By Lemma 13, such a point is
unique. If we follow the tangent line of S+ starting at h2 and for increasing
h, then the line cuts a point on W (1)+ with h decreasing. This means that the
FIG. 9. The position of the inflection point on S+ .
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FIG. 10. A hypothethical shape of S+ .
first inflection point on S+ is a unique inflection point until reaching the
first minimum of S+ . As a result, S+ has no quadruple point until the first
minimum, since at a quadruple point the tangent line of S+ is also tangent
to W+ . Lemma 13 and Lemma 7 imply that the tangent line of S+ at the
first minimum has no intersection with W, hence the first minimum of S+ is
a unique local minimum of S+ . Otherwise, we could find a straight line
with zero slope cutting S+ at least 3 times and having no intersection with
W (see Fig. 10).
We will show in the next lemma that S+ must increase without any
inflection point or quadruple point, inducing N[0, .)=3.
(iii) In order to finish the proof of the theorem we need two major
observations. The first will be proven in Lemma 14 and states that S has
no quadruple point nor point of higher tangency for h ] 0, while after the
minimum S+ has no inflection point. If we then use Lemma 11(ii), and the
discussion above, we find that besides having an inflection point at h=0, S
has a unique extra inflection point at some h=h2> 0. It immediately
follows that N(−1/12, .)=4.
The complete bifurcation diagram, as presented in Fig. 2, will now
follow if we can prove that the tangent line L2 of S+ at M2=(P(h2), Q(h2))
cuts S− at a unique point (P(h1), Q(h1)) for some h1 ¥ (−1/12, 0); this will be
done in Lemma 15. L
Lemma 14. S has no quadruple point for h ] 0, and after the minimum
S+ has no inflection point.
Proof. By Lemma 1(iii) and Lemma 7(ii) it is obvious that S− has no
quadruple point. It was shown in the proof of conclusion (ii) of the
theorem that S+ has no quadruple point until the minimum. So we only
need to prove that after the minimum S+ has no inflection point nor
quadruple point.
Since S+ has the asymptotic line {P=−
1
3 }, d
2Q/dP2 > 0 both for h near
the minimum and for h± 1, the first inflection point after the minimum (if
it exists) must be followed by another inflection point, and we can find
constants a < 0 and b < 0 such that the straight line L: {a+bP+Q=0}
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FIG. 11. Hypothetical shape of S+ beyond its minimum.
cuts S+ at least at 4 points, see Fig. 11(a). The situation in (P, Q, h)-space
is shown in Fig. 11(b), where ;2+={(P, Q, h) | P=P(h), Q=Q(h), h > 0}
and L2+={(P, Q, h) | (P, Q) ¥L, h > 0}.
Therefore, we obtain the following
Assertion 1. There exist points Ai(Pi, Qi, hi) ¥L2+ , such that 0 < h1 <
h2 < h3 , Pi=P(hi) and
bP˙+Q˙ |Ai=0 for i=1, 2, 3.
It is obvious that there are points Ai(P(hi), Q(hi), hi) ¥;2+ , i=4, 5, such
that Iœ(hi)=0. Hence we have another assertion:
Assertion 2. There exist 0 < h4 < h5 such that
a+bw(h)+n(h)|hi=0 for i=4, 5.
If we define U(h) by (32) with the given a, b, then by (31) we know that
(h4, w(h4)) and (h5, w(h5)) are two intersection points of the orbit w+(h)
(see Lemma 6) and the curve CU defined by w=U(h).
Let us show that one of the above assertions is not true, and this will
give a proof of the non-existence of inflection points.
We remark that if S+ has a quadruple point, then we can also obtain the
above assertions with hi=h1 for i=2, ..., 5. The proof of the non-existence
of quadruple point is then essentially the same as the one for the first
statement, taking care of the multiplicities of the zeros.
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By using (6) and eliminating Q from
a+bP+Q=0,
bP˙+Q˙=0,
(38)
we obtain
P=W(h)=
−12(b−6a−1) h+5a(3b−3a−2)
t1h+g1
, (39)
where
t1=12(2−3b) > 0,
g1=15ab−15b2−2a+14b.
(40)
Calculation shows that
WŒ(h)= 12D
(t1h+g1)2
, (41)
where
D=(a−b+1)(45ab−15b2+18a+14b). (42)
Hence the graph of P=W(h), denoted by CW , has to be one of the two
different possibilities shown in Fig. 12 depending on the sign of D; the
value of z1 in Fig. 12 is given by
z1=−
g1
t1
=
15b2−15ab+2a−14b
12(2−3b)
. (43)
We note that the number of points {Ai} in Assertion 1 is equal to the
number of intersection points of CW with the graph of P=P(h), denoted
by CP , and PŒ(h) > 0 (Lemma 1). Hence, if D [ 0 then this number is at
most two, taking into account the multiplicity. Thus the assertion 1 is not
true.
Let us consider the case D > 0. It is not difficult to find that in the region
{(a, b) | a < 0, b < 0} D=0 defines a straight line {b=a+1} and a curve
C which has two asymptotic lines: {b=−25 } and {b=3a+
4
3 }; see Fig. 13.
Hence the region {(a, b) | D > 0} is located entirely above the asymptotic
line {b=3a+43 }. By (35) this implies that in the (h, w)-plane the curve
CU : w=U(h) is decreasing.
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FIG. 12. The graph ofW(h).
FIG. 13. The region G in the (a, b)-plane
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FIG. 14. The relative position of CU and w+(h) in the (h, w)-plane.
Since the minimum of w+(h) is above the straight line {w=−
7
9 } (see
Fig. 4 and Remark 1), to fulfil the assertion 2 (i.e. w+(h) has intersection
with CU), it is neccessary to have U(0) > −
7
9 , see Fig. 14.
By (32), this is equivalent to b < 97 a. Hence, we will restrict to the region
G: 3b < 97 a < 0,
45ab−15b2+18a+14b > 0.
(44)
We know that −56 < P(h) < −
1
3 (Lemma 1), hence to consider the inter-
section of CP with CW , we only need to consider values h which satisfy the
condition
W(h)+13 < 0 <W(h)+
5
6 . (45)
By using (39) and (40) we have
W(h)+
1
3
=−
1
3
t2h+g2
t1h+g1
,
W(h)+
5
6
=−
1
6
t3h+g3
t1h+g1
,
(46)
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where
t2=72(b−3a−
5
6),
g2=45a2−60ab+15b2+32a−14b,
t3=252(b−
12
7 a−
16
21),
g3=90a2−165ab+75b2+70a−70b.
(47)
In region G, we must have
t1 > 0, t2 > 0 and g3 > 0. (48)
The first two inequalities are obviously true. To verify the third one, we use
the first inequality of (44) to get
70a−70b > −20a > 0,
90a2−165ab+75b2=15(`6 a−2b)2+15(b2−(11−4 `6) ab) > 0.
Hence, (45) is equivalent to
t3h+g3
h−z1
< 0 <
h−z2
h−z1
, (49)
where zi=−gi/ti , i=1, 2. By using (40) and (47) we find
z2−z1=
−3D
(2−3b) t2
< 0. (50)
If t3 \ 0, then by (48), (50) and (49) we obtain h < z2 . This means that we
consider the intersection of CP: P=P(h) with the left branch of CW (see
Fig. (12a)). If g2 \ 0, we have z2 [ 0. So we suppose g2 < 0, then by (50)
and (48) we have g1 < 0. By using (46) and (48), we obtain −
5
6 <
W(0) < − 13 . We know that P(0)=−
5
6 and limhQ+. P(h)=−
1
3 , hence if
CW and CP have more than two intersection points (including the multipli-
city), then they must have at least four intersection points for h > 0
(Fig. 15), contradicting to the fact that
P˙−WŒ(h) h˙:
P=W(h)
Q=−a−bP=
(12h+1)(k2h2+k1h+k0)
(t1h+g1)2
,
where {ki} depend only on a and b.
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FIG. 15. A hypothetical position of CP and CW .
If t3 < 0, we rewrite (49) as
t3(h−z3)
h−z1
< 0 <
h−z2
h−z1
, (51)
where z3=−g3/t3 . Calculation shows that
z3−z1=
−6D
(2−3b) t3
> 0. (52)
(52), (50) and (51), together with t3 < 0, imply h < z2 or h > z3 . The case
h < z2 has been discussed above, so we consider the case h > z3 . Note that
h*=− b18 , where {h=h*} is the asymptotic line of CU (see Fig. 14), and we
have
z3−h*=
270a2−423ab+183b2+210a−178b
−3t3
> 0,
since for (a, b) ¥ G
270a2−423ab+183b2+210a−178b > (3 `30 a−`183 b)2 \ 0.
This means that we need to consider the intersection of w+(h) (for
w < − 13 , see Fig. 8) with the right branch of CU , and they obviously have
no intersection points (see Fig. 14). Hence the assertion 2 is not true, and
Lemma 14 is proved. L
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Let us recall that in the proof of the theorem we obtained the existence
of a unique h2 ¥ (0, .) such that S+ has a triple point at M2=(P(h2), Q(h2)).
We denote by L2 the tangent line of S+ atM2 .
Lemma 15. L2 cuts S− at a unique point (P(h1), Q(h1)) with h1 ¥
(−1/12, 0).
Proof. Because of point (ii) in the proof of the theorem we know that
n(h2) > 0, so that L2 cuts the straight line {P=−1/3} above the point
C(−1/3, 0) (cfr. the Figs. 5 and 8). Let us denote by L¯ the straight line
passing through the points C and A(−1, 1). We claim that besides the point
A, corresponding to h=−1/12, L¯ cuts S at a unique point AŒ=
(P(hŒ), Q(hŒ)) for some hŒ ¥ (0,+.). Once this claim proven we obtain that
S is located below L¯ for h ¥ (−1/12, hŒ), so that h2< hŒ, implying the
conclusion of Lemma 15. If the claim were not true, then L¯ 5 S would
consist of at least 3 points for h ¥ (−1/12, .). By the same arguments as in
the proof of Lemma 14 (cfr. Fig. 11 and the discussion above that figure)
we obtain that the equation (38) has at least two solutions for
h ¥ (−1/12,+.). Taking a=1/2 and b=3/2, and eliminating Q from
(38) we find (12h+1)(P+1)=0, which has no solution for h ¥
(−1/12, .), since P(−1/12)=−1 and PŒ(h) > 0 for h ¥ (−1/12, 0) 2
(0, .). This contradiction finishes the proof of the claim, and hence the
proof of Lemma 15. L
APPENDIX: CHANGING THE x-COORDINATE
For some purposes it might be interesting to change the x-coordinate in
expression (2). This might e.g. be the case if one would like to study bifur-
cations from the cuspidal loop, in which only one singularity survives. In
that case it might be preferable to position the origin at the center, and not
at the cusp-point. Performing a linear change in x leads to an affine coor-
dinate change in both (P, Q) and (w, n)-plane. As an example we take
x=X−1, not changing the value h of the Hamiltonian H on the different
level curves. We get:
IN0 =F
Ch
y dX=F
Ch
y dx=I0
IN1 =F
Ch
Xy dX=I1+I0
IN2 =F
Ch
X2y dX=I2+2I1+I0.
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As such we see that
RPN
QN
S=R1 0
2 1
S RP
Q
S+R1
1
S (53)
and the same transformation serves to describe the relation between (w, n)
and (wN, nN) too. All the conclusions on the number and nature of the
inflection points of (PN(h), QN(h)) as on the number of intersection with
straight lines, can be copied from (P(h), Q(h)) by means of transformation
(53).
We refer to Fig. 16 for a representation of (PN(h), QN(h)) and (wN(h),
nN(h)). In this figure WN− and W
N
+ are tangent to the straight line
{nN=2wN} from both sides at the point (1, 1), corresponding to h=0.
FIG. 16. The graphs of SN and WN.
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Clearly the properties on dPN/dh are still the same as for dP/dh, since
dPN/dh=dP/dh; besides this we can also prove that dQN/dh > 0 for
h ¥ (− 112 , .), as well as dnN/dh > 0 for h ¥ (− 112 , 0) and dnN/dh < 0 for
h ¥ (0,+.).
Indeed, the first conclusion is proved in [DL2]; to verify the second one,
by using (11) and nN=n+2w+1 we get
dnN
dh
=2(9h+1) wŒ(h)+6(1+3w(h)). (54)
If − 112 < h < 0, then wŒ > 0, 1+3w > 0 (Lemma 6), hence (54) is obviously
positive. If 0 < h << 1, then by Lemmas 4 and 5 we see that (54) is negative,
i.e. the slope of WN+ is positive near the point (1, 1) (see Fig. 16). As h
increases from 0, the minimum slope of WN+ is taken at the inflection point
GN1 , corresponding to G1 in W+ (see Lemma 7). By Lemma 13 and the fact
that the coordinate change from (w, n) to (wN, nN) is linear, the tangent
line of WN+ at G
N
1 does not meet S
N, hence the slope of WN+ keeps positive
until the intersection point of WN+ and the line {w
N=23 }. After this point,
dnN/dh must stay negative since WN+ has only one more inflection point G
N
2
(Lemma 7), and it tends to the asymptotic line {wN=23 } as hQ+..
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